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The huge database of geochemically sourced obsidian artifacts from the Ruby Pipeline provides a unique perspective on changing patterns of prehistoric obsidian procurement and conveyance in
the northern Great Basin. One of the most striking trends is an increase in obsidian source diversity in the Late Prehistoric period, driven by increased representation of distant obsidian sources.
Average transport distances, as quantified both by diagnostic projectile points and by samples of debitage from dated site components, are by far the highest in the Late Prehistoric period. Local
sources still dominate obsidian source profiles, as they do in earlier periods, but the increase in the representation of far-distant sources is dramatic. The apparent timing of this shift, as well as the
very long distances involved, suggests that obsidian may sometimes have been transported by Native traders on horseback.

MATERIAL PROFILES & OBSIDIAN SOURCE DIVERSITY

THE RUBY PIPELINE OBSIDIAN SAMPLE

The overall proportion of obsidian in dated lithic assemblages falls through time,
but the diversity of different sources in an average lithic assemblage rises late in
prehistory.

More than 8,000 items were geochemically sourced from the Ruby Pipeline sites, including over 1,100
temporally diagnostic projectile points. In total, 335 dated obsidian-bearing site components were identified,
via source-specific obsidian hydration measurements, radiocarbon, and diagnostic artifacts. These sites are
organized into four zones: High Rock Country, Upper Lahontan Basin, Upper Humboldt Plains, and Thousand
Springs Valley.
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The Late Prehistoric period shows a chaotic pattern of travel between obsidian sources and sites. Sources
from southern Oregon and Idaho are better represented than in previous periods, and western sources such
as Massacre Lake are less well represented. Also unlike previous periods, raw material travels just as far as
finished tools. One site, 26HU4808, contains obsidian both from Mt. Hicks in eastern California and Owyhee,
in southern Oregon.
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PI = Paleoindian
PA = Paleoarchaic
PM = Post-Mazama
EA = Early Archaic

MA = Middle Archaic
LA = Late Archaic
TP = Terminal Prehistoric

The proportion of obsidian in lithic assemblages at dated components tends to
fall through time, except in the obsidian-rich High Rock Country zone, where it
remains consistently high, and in the obsidian-poor Upper Humboldt Plains zone.
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The very high travel distances, the apparent lack of concern over the costs of transporting unfinished
obsidian (rather than finished tools), and the focus on northern sources, together suggest that trade on
horseback may have played a role in obsidian transport beginning around 1700 AD.
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Some sites along the Ruby Pipeline are within easy travel distance to multiple
obsidian sources, while others are far from any sources. To allow comparison
between obsidian-rich and obsidian-poor areas, average transport distances are
expressed here as a procurement premium, which is just the difference between
a) the actual distance traveled by the obsidian between source and site, and b)
the minimum distance to the closest source from the site. In the example above,
if an obsidian sample from Site X was entirely from Source A, the premium would
be 0 km; if it was entirely from Source B, the procurement premium would be
30 km, because Source A is 30 km closer.
Obsidian Procurement Premiums: Debitage From Dated Components
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Obsidian transport distances, as expressed in terms of the procurement
premium, rise very sharply in the Late Prehistoric period, except in the
obsidian-rich High Rock Country zone, where they remain consistently low.
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The Obsidian Procurement Premium: A Different Way of Looking at
Transport Distance
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The Shannon index is a way of measuring diversity in a sample. A sample of
obsidian artifacts that were all found to be from the same source would have an
index value of 0, while a sample in which every item was from a different source
would have an index value of 1.
Even though the overall proportion of obsidian goes down in the later periods of
prehistory, the diversity of sources represented at the average site goes up. In
the Late Prehistoric period, average source diversity is nearly as high as in the
earliest periods of prehistory, even though settlement ranges are thought to
have decreased steadily over time.

Obsidian Procurement Premiums: Typed Projectile Points
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Average transport distances for sourced obsidian rise sharply in the Late Prehistoric period, as measured both by debitage assemblages and time-sensitive
projectile points.
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TRANSPORT DISTANCES BETWEEN SOURCE & SITE
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Diagnostic projectile points show the same trends in transport distance, except
that distances (and hence premiums) are generally higher than for debitage. In
the Late Prehistoric period, however, procurement premiums are just as high for
debitage as they are for finished tools.

